
 

PART  Thrill   The   World   Official   Dance   Script,   adapted   from   Michael   Jackson’s   original   music   video   choreography   (Length:   5:58)  
RISE  At   various   times,   wake   up   &   crawl   out   of   your   grave,   and   slowly   stand   up,   then   zombie   pose   at   :38   seconds   in  
WALK  (forward )   walk    R/L/R/L,   (take- it - back )    R/L/R/L,    ( to-the-front)   R/L/R/L,   (take - it-back )    R/L/R/L  
SHOULDER  using   R   shoulder:   (forward)   shoulder   step,   nothing   step,   shoulder   step,   shoulder    step,   repeat   going   BACK  
BOOTY   BOUNCE  (facing   left)   step   fwd   &     booty   bounce,    step   t ogether    &    booty   bounce,   step   fwd   &     booty   bounce,    step   t ogether    &    booty   bounce  
SWIM  R   swim   step   together,   swim   jump   (hold),   L   swim   together,   swim   jump   (hold)  
SHUFFLE-HA  shuffle   back,   hop   hop   forward,   pivot   L,   look   front   &   stare   stare,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha   down  
CLAP-SLIDE  down,   clap,   L   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left,   down,   clap,   R   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   and   prep   
HIP-ROAR  right   hip   (3x),   in-out,   left   hip   (2x),   in   and   roar,   walk   walk,   roar-turn   (3x),   walk   walk,   roar - turn   (2x)  
SHAKE-STOMP  jump   and   land,   circle,   shake-it-and-a-uppa   and   a   shake - it - and - a - uppa,   L   stomp   stomp   stomp   look   left   walk   left   right   left   and   turn   L  
WUZ   UP  (forward   R/L)   Wuz   up   1-2-3,   left   r i ght   1-2-3,   (take-it-back)   right   left   1-2-3,   left   right   1-2-3  
SHUFFLE-HA  shuffle   back,   hop   hop   forward,   pivot   L,   look   front   &   stare   stare,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha   down  
CLAP-SLIDE  down,   clap,   L   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left,   down,   clap,   R   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left  
SNAP-TICK   TOCK  R   snap   1- 2 - 3-4-5-6-7 - 8,   jump   ½   turn   R   snap   1- 2 - 3 -4 - 5-6-7-8,   spin   L   &   reach   L,   air   guitar,   tick-tock-tick-tock   
ROCK   ON-PUNCH  R   rock   on   (4x),   R   grab-pull   in,   L   punch   punch   punch,   down   to   knees  
HEAD   TO   TOES  hold   hold,   right   left,   head-head,   shoulders,   knees ,     and   toes,   hold   and   point   R,   hold   and   point   L   and   point   R  
POSE-WALK  hold   and   pose,   hold   head-head,   hold   and   hip   and   hands,   walk   L/R/L   star   down,   hold   2 - 3 -4   and   pose   and   pose,   rise    2 - 3-4  
STOMP  L   stomp   2-3-4-5-6,   look   left,   walk   left   right   3-4-5-6-7-8,   L   stomp   2-3-4-5-6,   look   left,   walk   left   right   3-4-5-6-7-8,   down,   hold   2-3-4,   rise   2-3-4  
SHUFFLE-HA  shuffle   back,   hop   hop   forward,   pivot   L,   look   front   &   stare   stare,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha   down  
CLAP-SLIDE  down,   clap,   L   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left,   down,   clap,   R   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left  
SNAP-TICK   TOCK  R   snap   1- 2 - 3-4-5-6-7 - 8,   jump   ½   turn   R   snap   1- 2 - 3 -4 - 5-6-7-8,   spin   L   &   reach   L,   air   guitar,   tick-tock-tick-tock   
ROCK   ON-PUNCH  R   rock   on   (4x),   R   grab-pull   in,   L   punch   punch   punch,   down   to   knees  
HEAD   TO   TOES  hold   hold,   right   left,   head-head,   shoulders,   knees ,     and   toes,   hold   and   point   R,   hold   and   point   L   and   point   R  
POSE-WALK  hold   and   pose,   hold   head-head,   hold   and   hip   and   hands,   walk   L/R/L   star   down,   hold   2 - 3 -4   and   pose   and   pose,   down,   hold   2 - 3-4,   rise   2 - 3 - PREP  
HIP-ROAR  right   hip   (3x),   in-out,   left   hip   (2x),   in   and   roar,   walk   walk,   roar-turn   (3x),   walk   walk,   roar - turn   (2x)  
SHAKE-STOMP  jump   and   land,   circle,   shake-it-and-a-uppa   and   a   shake - it - and - a - uppa,   L   stomp   stomp   stomp   look   left   walk   left   right   left   and   turn   L  
WALK  (forward )   walk    R/L/R/L,   (take- it - back )    R/L/R/L,    ( to-the-front)   R/L/R/L,   (take - it-back )    R/L/R/L  
SHOULDER  using   R   shoulder:   (forward)   shoulder   step,   nothing   step,   shoulder   step,   shoulder    step,   repeat   going   BACK  
BOOTY   BOUNCE  (facing   left)   step   fwd   &     booty   bounce,    step   t ogether    &    booty   bounce,   step   fwd   &     booty   bounce,    step   t ogether    &    booty   bounce  
SWIM  R   swim   step   together,   swim   jump   (hold),   L   swim   together,   swim   jump   (hold)  
SHUFFLE-HA  shuffle   back,   hop   hop   forward,   pivot   L,   look   front   &   stare   stare,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha,   down   ha   down  
CLAP-SLIDE  down,   clap,   L   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left,   down,   clap,   R   slide   slide   slide,   stomp   and   shoulders   look   left  
WUZ   UP  (forward   R/L)   Wuz   up   1-2-3,   left   r i ght   1-2-3,   (take-it-back)   right   left   1-2-3,   left   right   1-2-3  
WALK  (forward )   walk    R/L/R/L,   (take- it - back )    R/L/R/L,    ( to-the-front)   R/L/R/L,   (take - it-back )    R/L/R/L  
STOMP  L   stomp   2-3-4-5-6,   look   left,   walk   left   right   3-4-5-6-7-8,   L   stomp   2-3-4-5-6,   look   left,   walk   left   right   3-4-5-6-7-8,   and   SCARE  
END  Hold   ending   scare   pose   during   the   Vincent   Price   laughter.   Zombies   stumble/exit   towards   the   audience.  


